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Abstract
This paper describes how immersive and empathic methods employed in
design and theatre, supported by ‘scripting’ exercises detailing the human
and non-human actors and competencies in given crime scenarios, can
provide tools for designers to better understand the problem context. We
argue, that such methods help generate insight into the opportunistic
mindset of the casual thief, or even the professional career criminal, without
losing sight of the need to design for users.
For design to resist or deter crime, it is necessary to understand the full
context of criminal and user behavior before engaging or trying to build- in
resistant or defensive strategies to objects, systems and services. Also that it
is important when developing models of design scripts, including “script
clashes”, to fully understand how aesthetic or semiotic codes are embedded
within designed objects and how these visual codes might influence
behavior, in ways often not predicted or anticipated by designers.
Our view is that there is little material that gives a full account of the design
against crime process in the way we have been delivering it for 12 years.
Consequently this paper will review a diverse and interdisciplinary range of
materials about “empathy” as well as “design” and “design against
crime”, and also draw on our own experience as a practice led design
research centre, in order to make the case for a new methodological
approach.
Keywords: design against crime, think thief, visual scripts, script clashes,
drama, empathy tools, ATM crime
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Introduction and method
‘Thinking thief’, empathizing with the offender within a crime scenario so
as to better understand their perspective and motivation(s), when
designing against crime is a subject we have previously interrogated in a
longer article (Gamman et al, 2012). Whilst the approach extends
traditional models of user centered design to inform an account of user
and abuser centered design it is difficult to know how best to “think thief”,
given there are no easy instructions available and, for example, no crime
equivalent to the Third Age Suit (Fig. 1) developed to encourage empathy
with the challenges faced by older drivers and other tools that constitute
designs for empathy that enable designers to design with empathy.

Figure 1: Third Age Suit for Ford Motor Company, Ergonomics and Safety Research
Institute Loughborough University: 1994.
Source: DARC Image from Ergonomics real design. London Design Museum 2009

The Third Age Suit, as you may know, restricts the wearer’s movement, in
particular the knees and elbows, allowing a younger design team member
to experience the physical limitations experienced by some elderly people.
For instance, wearing the Third Age Suit a young designer may
understand first hand why some older people may need to lever
themselves out of the driver’s seat differently from a more agile car user.
Empathic processes such as these are very important to designers, as
often we are required to see things from multiple perspectives that are not
necessarily our own – such as users, consumers, and individuals with
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conflicting requirements. The design team who delivered the Ford Focus
used insights gained through this kind of strategy.
This paper seeks to explain why helping designers to think like a thief
requires more complex insight and experience than can be gained by
putting on a suit. Including how to access the perspective provided by the
“criminal gaze” 1. Obviously designers cannot simply put on a crime suit,
and step into the shoes, or mindset of a shoplifter or internet fraudster, but
access to strong crime science and ethnographic information as well as
creative strategies like role-playing can produce significant
understandings. This paper discusses the Design Against ATM Crime
project first delivered with students from Central Saint Martins, TU Delft
and University of Technology Sydney in 2011 and ultimately, to discuss
why ideas about role-playing and scripting can make a useful contribution
to the design against crime process to solve design problems and catalyse
innovation. Conversely, also to discuss how empathic processes need to
be carefully managed to avoid perpetuation of crime stereotypes, and
creation of designs that are not fit for purpose.

How to “Think thief”
What designers can do to ‘think thief’ is to try and put themselves in the
place of an offender, anticipate the likely actions of the criminal,
understand their tools, knowledge and skills and try to develop design
solutions that “short circuit” i.e. outmaneuver or block the offender’s
potential for action without jeopardising the design’s value to law abiding
users. All sorts of crime science and ethnographic material is available to
help understand the crime context. But how best to build empathy is not
self evident, given crime has been seen to commonly generate
stereotypes and moral panics, and there are many different crime
discourses. As we have explained elsewhere (Gamman et al, 2011) the
visual aspect of crime information i.e. what the criminal really ‘sees’ and
the considerations that inform a criminals ‘reading’ of a situation as an
opportunity – what we call the criminal gaze – that connects criminal
thinking to design is often missing from rational police or security focused
accounts, given such visual analysis is rare in police, architectural and
engineering approaches to crime prevention.
It is also difficult to find much visual specificity on record about the
behaviour of criminals. In order to address this gap, the DACRC have
researched and created many resources offering insights into criminal
1

Gamman and Thorpe (2010) define the “criminal gaze” as the way the
criminal looks at the world as being full of opportunities to interact
differently with objects, premises and spaces to commit crime and make a
living.
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insights and modus operandi (MO’s) for designers. For example, the
resources produced on bike theft (www.bikeoff.org) and bag theft
(www.inthebag.org.uk), evidence DACRC’s commitment to the value of
locating strong visual information to help designers get smart quick to
design against crime. In our view to begin to think like a thief the designer
has to engage first on the macro level to gain an overview of the problem
from the outside, perhaps by accessing quantitative analytical crime
information – e.g. using crime hot spot data, geo-mapping the location of
offences by type, crime/offender profiling, review of offence committed
when and by whom; also qualitative information in addition to quantitative
information about where and how crimes were committed, reviewing
products, places, tools and methods involved, also legitimate user
response and engagement. All this information has a role to play in
designing against crime, helping designers to understand the problem.
However, the micro level is important too. It is important for designers to
try to see the world through the eyes of the perpetrator, looking at the
context of crime from the point of view of the needs of the abuser. Clearly,
to really gain insight into what is at stake in terms of ‘criminal opportunity’
requires access to ethnographic data, if it is available, from first person
accounts by criminals and from police review.
Ultimately, designers need to understand what the ‘criminal gaze’
(Gamman & Thorpe, 2010) actually sees when it scans the horizon for
opportunities and weighs up the risk of committing crime. Such
understandings about risk, which may be linked to visual cues, may not
always by gauged by reading accounts of what criminals say they do, but
rather from observing actual behaviour from CCTV, or other means if
images are not available. Having observed or listened to descriptions of
certain criminal behaviours linked to specific crime contexts, DAC
practitioners often seek to understand them in ‘experiential’ terms via
processes of reconstruction; by imagining what its like to be the criminal
and then acting out crime scenarios, and in doing so developing some
empathy with the criminal’s needs,

How to think like an ATM Fraudster or Thief – Design
Against ATM Crime?
In 2009/10 Hammersmith Police were experiencing problems with
pickpockets and bag thieves. To tackle the problem PC Paul Trueman
called upon the Design Against Crime Research Centre’s (DACRC). He
consulted DACRC because Professor Lorraine Gamman, who directs the
Centre, has worked on bag theft closely with businesses as well as crime
prevention and creative professionals. PC Trueman approached her to
access up to date design against crime strategies. Gamman learned as
much as she could about the nature of the crimes in Hammersmith and
Conference Proceedings
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gave them ten “top design against bag theft crime prevention tips” 2. One of
the tips suggested it might be worth trialing a version of ATM “safety
zones”. A 2007 Manchester (UK) police pilot had reported some success
in reducing pick-pocketing amongst other crimes, using this approach.
Research from Greater Manchester Police (2007) indicated that one in
four street crime offences (personal robbery and snatch theft as well as
pick pocketing) were geographically connected to ATMs. But on
introducing yellow privacy or ‘safety zone’ boxes on pavements around
ATMs (Fig. 2), offences were reduced by 66% within 150m of the ATM. 3

Figure 2: Privacy or ‘safety zone’ boxes on pavements around ATMs
Source: Design Against Crime Research Centre 2011

ATMs work for the convenience and benefit of users and machines are
highly resistant to physical attack from criminals, even if they are not yet
designed to deter pavement scams. While there has been much work
towards linking machines to CCTV protection and a great deal of focus on
developing original encryption software and hardware to ensure
transactions can be verified and avoid abuse (for example Biometric ATM
2

See:
http://www.designagainstcrime.com/files/Hammersmith_03252010_PRINT
.pdf
3
Holt, T. and J Spencer. 2005. A Little Yellow Box: The Targeting of
Automatic Teller Machines as a Strategy in Reducing Street Robbery.
Crime Prevention and Community Safety: An International Journal, 7: 1528. This is an exceptionally good result. However, the study did not
provide enough specificity about how the result was achieved.
Consequently, the DACRC team, led by Thorpe, in 2012 will repeat the
experiment by delivering a randomized control trial of ATM Art security
zones at ATMs in the London Boroughs of Camden and Westminster.
Crime incidents and user behaviours will be recorded before and after
introduction of ATM Art security zones and compared with control sites
where ATM Art safety zones are not introduced.
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dispensers look set to represent the next stage of the ATM’s technological
evolution). Despite all this increasing sophistication, there has been little
design address to how the ‘context of use’ affects the ordinary ATM user
experience. Some ATM research does looks at the environment in order to
deter violent crimes like ram raiding or Payment Card Data crimes such as
‘skimming’, and these new developments are regularly reported at the
ATMIA annual conferences 4, even though there is little work on how to
reduce what is known as distraction thefts at ATMs. What repeatedly gets
overlooked in terms of the design of the ATM is the simple, but ever
present danger to users on the pavement nearby the ATM from
pickpockets, distraction theft and ‘shoulder surfing’ (scams which enable
thieves to steal cash and/or watch PINs being entered to help them either
manufacture duplicates card or steal cards from unwitting ATM users).
This is why ATM safety zones created using painted lines (yellow or white
boxes) have, over recent years, been implemented in many towns and
cities in the UK on police advice. They connect the machine to defensible
space 5on the pavement. Police installed safety zones are not liked much
by banks who have often spent a small fortune on their brand identities
and do not want their premises to by compromised by yellow lines, which
equate with road markings, and transform ATM users into traffic, an
approach which compliments the user friendly image banks strive to
present and create.
Also at a functional level, the distance marked out for pedestrians to stand
back from ATM users varies in terms of police delivery. At times, the lines
have not been painted to enclose a space large enough to reduce
opportunities for thieves to shoulder surf. Also many businesses tend to
view symbolic police warnings to the public, such as this, as bad for
business, sending the wrong message to customers about the safety of
the premises or the geographic location of the business, by association.
This is because banks have found police warning signs on the street
conveying the need to take precautions against pickpockets may simply
make passers-by afraid. Despite the success in reducing crime reported
4

We attended the ATM annual security conference, in 2011 held at the
Victoria Plaza Hotel in London on 18th and 19th October. We gave a
paper and also, in partnership with NCR, put up a mini exp of the CSM
design against ATM crime work. The feedback was amazing and we
gathered the behaviour (rather than machine) focused approach our work
delivered was very much appreciated by attendees.
5
Defensible space (environmental design), is a concept that suggest
influencing negative social behavior through architectural and urban
design is possible. One of its principal exponents was Oscar Newman
(1996) who fed up with literal interpretations of the concept commented
“Defensible space is not just about fencing boundaries. It’s about
demarcation/reassignment of physical areas of responsibility.”
Conference Proceedings
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by the Manchester study on safety zones in 2007, when Hammersmith
Metropolitan Police approached high-street banks to adopt the strategy in
2010, there was little interest, because although the yellow boxes implicitly
represent deterrent, they are hardly aesthetically appealing. In fact their
visual language is more commonly associated with enforcement of street
transit activities. ATM art, proposed for Hammersmith by DACRC, rather
than yellow painted lines got a better reaction from business. Art provides
an aesthetically pleasing way of delivering a safety zone, through the
development of art transferred to vinyl “magic mats”. These art zones
were designed larger than most linear painted safety boxes, utilizing
strong aesthetic images that did the job but whose symbolic language did
not treat people like road traffic but instead provides aesthetic
environmental appeal, while still providing a means to deter shoulder
surfing and/or distractions by pickpockets who get too close to users
taking out money from ATMs. The ATM artwork, (Figs. 3, 4 and 5) was
developed by Steve Russell for DACRC/Hammersmith aimed at offering
the benefits of ATM safety zones using a more appealing aesthetic
strategy.
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Figures 3, 4 and 5: ATM artwork. Developed by Steve Russell for DACRC/Hammersmith
aimed at offering the benefits of ATM safety zones using a more appealing aesthetic
strategy.
Source: Design Against Crime Research Centre 2011

They were reproduced on vinyl and literally stuck to the floor to create
safety zones that can engage and even amuse or delight the public, while
simultaneously arranging increased space for the ATM with clear
boundaries that the user can defend if infringed. They are designed to be
refreshed every three months, although DACRC have undertaken
research into more durable materials that could give the installations
greater longevity, depending on the context of use, foot-fall, external or
internal applications, etc. Six ATM Art Safety Zones were installed in
October 2010 in external and internal venues in Hammersmith, in
partnership with The Royal Bank of Scotland Group (RBSG). Locations
included National Westminster Bank and the Broadway shopping centre.
The Metropolitan Police subsequently monitored crime at these locations
until January 2011. Police reports from Hammersmith indicate
considerable success in reducing ATM crime and RBSG are now working
in partnership with DACRC about how to take this idea forward in wider
London and national contexts. DACRC are funded by RBS in the 2012
period to repeat this experiment in Westminster and Camden with new
ATM art designs to review whether findings are positive enough to warrant
rolling out similar designs across the UK at a future date.
Additionally, the DACRC team initiated some design projects with students
at CSM, TU Delft and University of Sydney Australia to see what further
creative ideas could be generated to try and introduce behaviour change
in terms of use of ATMs. In order to deliver the student briefings Gamman
and Thorpe presented visualization of perpetrator techniques to help
students understand what the crime issues to be designed against. They
included the following scams.
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Figure 6: DARC: ATM Crime perpetrator techniques
Source: Design Against Crime Research Centre 2011
See:http://www.designagainstcrime.com/output/design-against-atm-crime/

In addition to explaining the typical perpetrator techniques linked to ATM
crime, in visual terms, Gamman and Thorpe also discussed criminal
“scripts”, and script clashes; and also introduced role-playing techniques,
both processes are discussed below because they are linked to our design
process and are found helpful when trying to design against crime.
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What is a design “script”?
Oxford English Online Dictionary (2012) offers one definition of the word
“script” as “the written text of a play, motion picture, or radio or television
broadcast” that informs what the actors on the screen say and do and how
they appear to those that view them. Designers create scripts, and are
scriptwriters as we have discussed in depth elsewhere (Gamman et al,
2012). Whilst designers can try and guide behaviour by creative design
direction, for example by arranging for us to take the card out of the ATM
before receiving the money to stop people forgetting their cards, despite
designer’s best efforts (similarly despite the best efforts of playwrights)
ultimately there will always be room for interpretation in use. What we
mean is that playwrights cannot determine what we think in regards to the
words they use (as people may respond irrationally and emotionally at
times) and nor can designers determine behaviour in response to design
outputs because humans have their own “agency” and do not always
behave predictably, or in the way we intend. For example, some people
may choose to use clothes pegs to hold together frozen peas in the
freezer as well as use them for their intended purpose i.e. to hang up
washing. Objects have multiple affordances, beyond the design’s
intentions. Consequently, shoe boxes will be used to store photographs,
and screwdrivers will inevitably be used to prize open paint cans - poets
will take words and use them in unexpected ways too (e.g. Dylan Thomas
in using the phrase “A grief ago” puts an unusual word in a slot we’d
except to find a noun of time measurement in order to create a poetic
effect about mourning.) Madeline Akrich (1992) developed a notion of
‘script’ to explain how design objects are encoded with ‘prompts’ by design
e.g. how a road bump as a sleeping policeman is designed to slow down
traffic, and to signal this to traffic. But as we have pointed out elsewhere a
‘boy racer’ in a stolen car may respond to prompts in an unintended way.
For example, he may also see such bumps as spin opportunities, and as
part of his ‘resistance’ as an invitation to go even faster. Therefore, our
point is that criminals do not always adhere to the intended or ‘preferred’
user scripts. This is because objects as form and process may invite
preferred behaviour, but are not definitive or deterministic in terms of the
behaviour they are able to generate, afford or regulate. Latour’s account
explains this further and suggests scripts nudge us to behave in certain
ways, but are not deterministic, just as words have preferred meanings,
but can be used by poets differently. He says design sometimes “can
organize the relation between what is inscribed in the object and what
behaviour can/could or should be pre-inscribed in the user.” (Latour, 1994)
Scripts are therefore not just confined to words, or objects as cultural
forms, but are also inscribed in processes. Criminals know this and often
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reinterpret or redesign scripts to commit crime, for example, the ATM
scam where a thief drops a £10 note on the floor to persuade users to
behave differently at the ATM. This disrupts interaction with the machine
for a split second through distraction, thus offering an intelligent interaction
design intervention by thieves, for criminal effect, as such distractions
helps them steal money from under the nose of ATM users. The way that
thieves and criminals also subvert user or aesthetic codes is common to
criminal scams. Consequently, how to design against this requires a more
complex response than heightened security, big dogs, gates, etc. More
subtle design responses that integrate security often work better not least
because they do not frighten legitimate users. Yet many products on the
market are regularly stolen because they are CRAVED 6, do not have any
inbuilt security, which is shocking. The absence of design address to
possible abuse and mis-use within many objects means that some design
objects, systems and services, can be seen as simply ‘giving it away’ or as
inadvertently aiding thieves. Ron Clarke defines such objects, systems
and services as ‘criminogenic’ in some instances, his view is that lack of
design aforethought may create criminogenic products that offer a level of
complicity with crime, and provide the thief with many opportunities. In
terms of the ATM – the wall machine installation appears not to anticipate
the function of the pavement or script of way users approach the ATM,
which without design address is subject to easy misuse because the
machines do not anticipate diverse behaviour on the pavement by the
machine user and criminal activity in this area. Clearly then it is important
to foreground abuser and user narratives of engagement and to try and
understand the experience of objects, environments, and services linked
to ‘design scripts’ as well as ‘crime scripts’.
But is it possible for designers, who have no criminal inclination, to have
any real empathy, as well as understanding, of the criminal actions to be
imagined even after they have researched likely perpetrator techniques?
Is it not likely that some designers may find it much easier to take the point
of view of the victim, rather than the thief into account when trying to
develop empathic understandings, and does this effect design responses?
Possibly. But ‘script clashes’ identified by thinking about what the
legitimate user might do and need and what the thief might do and need,
can also identify touch points for intervention. These script clashes/touch
points should not be confined to text based analysis of design of abuser
scenarios, but also should be understood visually, spatially and
6

The term ‘hot product’ is widely used to describe those items most likely
to be stolen by thieves. The British Home Office uses the related acronym
C.R.A.V.E.D, coined by the criminologist Ron Clarke (1999), to describe
the features that elevate an item’s risk of theft, as follows: Concealable,
Removable, Available, Valuable, Enjoyable and Disposable.
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emotionally by designers, in order to create designs that are fit for
purpose.
So how do we understand or empathise with the criminal’s gaze at
design? Research indicates there are two major elements to empathising
with another. The first is the cognitive component (Batson et al, 1987).
Understanding the others feelings and the ability to take their perspective.
The second element to empathy as an affective component as Eisenberg
et al (1990) describe, is an affective response that stems from the
apprehension or comprehension of another's emotional state or condition,
similar to what the other person is feeling or would be expected to feel.
This is an observer’s appropriate emotional response to another person’s
emotional state and Baron-Cohen (2003) suggests empathy is about
“spontaneously and naturally tuning into the other person’s thoughts and
feelings, whatever these might be [...]”
There have been many well-documented instances of designers
attempting to put themselves into users’ shoes, to generate new concepts,
and to engage with users in terms of participatory models of the design
processes, but nevertheless still getting it wrong. The area of design for
disability is an obvious example, although the Helen Hamlyn Centre have
developed inclusive design methodologies and objects to address these
shortcomings. But there is no formal framework or methods of how to
apply empathic processes to criminal situations or to subvert the scripts of
deviance that abound in our culture. The challenge for the designer linked
to design against crime is to avoid stereotypes, avoid fearful security
strategies, and aim to set aside bias while attempting to gather the facts to
allow designers to think thief whilst not responding at the expense of the
user. Thus, including the emotional component of the crime is important
but final responses should aim to develop secure designs that promote
ease of use and that do not create fear. This all requires strong and clear
information that is not always easily available from dry academic texts.
This is where theatre and role-playing techniques might facilitate broader
understandings, catalyse or unlock empathic feelings in the designer, and
so were included by us in the student ATM crime project we run to see if
such processes help designers understand the needs of the thief, and to
use this information to design against crime.

Drama techniques in design
Designers and researchers have engaged with role-playing in order to
build empathy into the design process, as we have written about
elsewhere (Gamman et al, 2012) Consultancies such as IDEO and the
Interval Corporation have devised and participated in theatre like
performances to generate and develop ideas for approaching design
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problems (Waterhouse, 2005). Such processes may be usefully applied to
design and crime problems, and with the ATM CSM student group we tried
to find out what works and what does not for them in the design process.
Indeed, after engaging with dramatic methods that we describe in detail
elsewhere (Gamman et al, 2012) the student ATM designers were
questioned about how they found these techniques. Feedback suggests
that students appeared to enjoy the dramatic route to design catalysation
and valued it. Indeed, our CSM ATM design group used “body storming” physically acting out the scenarios of use and abuse, to great effect. For
example, through utilising these methods, the group noted eye contact,
and its power to command, was important. This is one instance where the
performance flagged up issues that might have been missed with
traditional design methods. Usual ATM positioning, even with ATM safety
zones, means no eye contact can be attained with any potential offenders
leaving ATM users in a vulnerable position, and this feeling of vulnerability
(or experience of ‘shoulder surfing’) inspired the student designers to
defend/reinforce the user’s experience and need for defensible space, for
example, to figure out how to change the interface to give the user some
ability to see behind them using mirrors, or spatial designs. It was through
body storming that the designers were able to experience how to shoulder
surf and subsequently design against this MO and develop an
understanding of the concept of “defensible space.”
Our role-play exercises allowed the CSM student ATM designers to be
more spatially aware of the design problem. Acting in and with the space
around dummy ATMs which they built in the studio, allowed the designers
to understand the space around and the interactions that occurred with
and around the ATM. Between (a) the user and the ATM and (b) the user
and the other people around the ATM. The issue of the space surrounding
ATMs was also discussed as some pavements and/or improvement works
on pavements render ATMs and their users easier to observe or offend
against.
The student designers also noted how the role-play and ‘informance skits’
– performance based on research – informed their temporal understanding
of the design problem. They came to develop a deeper understanding of
timings in the interaction between the actors concerned in the scenario.
For example, when playing the perpetrator how long it took to actually
obtain a user’s PIN thorough shoulder surfing. This spatial and temporal
awareness is not facilitated through conventional visualisation, mapping or
brainstorming techniques. Additionally the role-play informed further
observations and research in real-world context.
Ultimately, the three projects led to useful design solutions, even if only
the CSM student group drew upon drama theory to deliver role-play.
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Designs from Central Saint Martin’s students included a range of ideas
linked to retrofitting the built environment around ATMs. These included
safety zones created by projected lighting, vibrating flooring or added
security delivered by rear view mirrors, privacy shutters and even a
wireless signal jamming device to prevent illegal camera working on
machines, and a whole range of further designs can be seen in Designs
Against ATM Crime. 7 All designers went some way to address behaviour
and reorder space around the machines to help individuals take better
care of them. Similarly the machine focused designs delivered by the TU
Delft student group, who were not directed to engage with role play, but
inevitably acted out scenarios, included an ATM connected to flooring that
emitted a sound if anyone came too close, and various new interface
designs for the ATM aiming to reduce/ deter shoulder surfing activity.
Students from University of Technology, Sydney started the project later
than other colleges, and to differentiate their work focused on addressing
to crimes like skimming, and delivered a range of designs including some
that anticipated using LEDs to reduce energy consumption but also to
interrupt any skimming devices by intermittently blinding cameras because
of the infrared interruption causes by use of LEDS built into the ATM.

Figure 7: Example of CSM response. Jeannette Petrik’s Shield and Flow utilises the
concept of defensible in her design to tackle shoulder surfing.
Source Design Against Crime Research Centre 2011

7

See
crime/

http://www.designagainstcrime.com/output/design-against-atm-
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Figure 8: Example of TU Delft response. The team developed The PIN Pilot which makes it
easier for the user to enter a PIN but harder for the abuser to steal information
Source: Design Against Crime Research Centre 2011

Figure 9: Example of UTS response. The team experimented with light modifications to
challenge passive awareness and develop mechanism to defend against shoulder surfers.
Source: Design Against Crime Research Centre 2011

Clearly, there are issues to consider when integrating methods from
drama and design. First is language. The two disciplines have their own
concepts concerning scripting. Theatre defines a script in one way, which
is about direction, whereas design against crime’s approach has more in
common with visual and spatial understandings. Improvements for similar
workshops in future, based on this experience, led us to think that Boal’s
Forum Theatre approach (2000) had more potential than other
approaches, as it helped create scenarios that challenged the designers
willingness to understand the ‘think’ approach, and stretched them further.
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Conclusion
Clearly to ‘think thief’ designers need to draw on qualitative and
quantitative sources of information. Visual information is crucial – if we
cannot specifically see how thieves are getting away with it how can we
stop them and build secure design. But if designers do not have access to
criminological data about what crimes are precisely happening (where and
how, what risks are), again how can designers hope to have empathy with
criminals? Indeed, designer engagement with drama techniques in order
to design against crime needs to follow an earlier process of information
analysis, to make sure designers have time to digest enough analytical
crime science information to make the approach worthwhile, and to ensure
that the generative emotional responses will be meaningful for DAC
objectives.
Engaging with crime science therefore is clearly necessary and important
at early stages of any design against crime project, but this analytical
approach has its limitations. Designers need more creative engagement
too, to help them reach understanding about the implicit, as well as
explicit, designs “scripts” involved in crime. In order to aid innovation,
drama techniques can have a role to play in helping designers engage
with spatial scenarios and emotional understandings of abuser behavior,
to produce new ways of seeing the problem. Also in a context where ATM
fraudsters innovate new strategies to commit crime all the time, real world
scenarios need to be emotionally charged to be really understood too by
designers, if they are to stay ahead of the game. 8 Here, then empathic
processes linked to body storming, unscripted improvisation and Forum
Theatre (2000) may help reach parts of the designer not yet reached, to
create new design against crime responses. Consequently, we suggest a
combination of all these approaches will aid designers and help reveal
hidden competencies to better catalyse emotions that might lead to real
innovation, even though other approaches should not be excluded. Finally,
we note that TU Delft and UTS students who did not engage with all
methods we specified also produced useful responses.
8

ATM crime can be compared to what Louis Carroll described as “the Red
Queen’s Game” (Through the Looking Glass), where one needs to run
very fast just to stay in the same place. ATM criminals adapt fast and so
must designers. Paul Ekblom (1997 p.259) has observed “the challenge
has been to keep up with the adaptive criminal in a changing world. More
particularly, how can we help the methods of prevention by design to
evolve as fast as methods of offending, in the face of a stream of new
opportunities for crime”.
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